38th International Circus Festival of Monte Carlo

PRINCIPAUTÉ DE MONACO

--- CIRCUS 2014 ---

Under the effective Presidency of
H.S.H. Princess Stéphanie of Monaco

FILMED AT Filmed at Fontvieille - Principauté de Monaco
IN January 2014
TV DIRECTOR Massimo Manganaro
RUNNING TIME 1x110’
Created in 1974 by H.S.H. Prince Rainier III of Monaco, the International Circus Festival of Monte-Carlo has become the largest and most prestigious circus event in the world. It awards the most respected prize in the world of the circus, namely the «Golden Clown» (Clown d’Or) award. Organized and presided by H.S.H. Princess Stéphanie of Monaco, a selection of the best international acts is presented each year at the Festival which is broadcasted around the globe.

Performers
Hans Klok, Holland | Famille Faltyny, Czech Republic | Mike Leclaire and Karen Bourre – Duo Have a Ball, France | Great Moscow State Circus ballet, Russia | Robert Muraine, USA | Trio Angelo Munoz, Portugal | Desire of flight, Russia | Vavilov Troupe, Russia | Tom Dieck Jr, France | Duo Daring Jones, USA | Kolganov and Belogorlov, Russia | Gartner Family, Italy | Acrobatic Troupe of Suining, China | Vinicio Togni-Canestrelli, Italy | Anastasia Makeeva, Russia | Acrobatic Troupe of Wuhan, China | Dobrovitskiy Troupe, Russia | David Burlet, France | Gary Jahn & Conchi Munoz, Spain | Rosi Hochegger, Germany | Sasha, USA | Duo Kvas, Ukraine | Sokolov Troupe, Russia | Emil Faltyny, Czech Republic | Liza Katchatryan, Armenia

Production
Production companies: Telmondis, France Télévisions, Rai 3, Das Erste, RSI, SRF, RTBF, KRO, SIC, and the support of the CNC
Associate producers: Antoine Perset – Emma Enjalbert – Denis Morlière

Also available
30th to 37th Festival (2006-2013)
Directed by Massimo Manganaro | Running time: 1x110’ ; 2x52’ | HDCAM, Digibeta

Distribution
Distribution company: Telmondis Distribution
Tel/Fax: + 33 1 40 74 76 20 / 09 | www.telmondis.fr
Video format: HDCAM, stereo sound and dolby 5.1